 trump ally Meadows takes defense role up a notch

by bruce henderson

The operator of the Interstate 77 toll lanes north of Charlotte is installing cameras that can catch drivers who exploit a provision that exempts high-occupancy vehicles from tolls.

“Two ‘occupation detection systems’ will capture images that show how many people are in vehicles traveling the toll lanes and compare that number to the settings that drivers submit, I-77 Mobility Partners said Friday. Facial images will be blurred, the company said.

After driving transponders, which are used to electronically toll drivers who use the toll lanes, and online apps allow drivers to declare in advance that their vehicles will carry at least three passengers, the images will be blurred before they go to police, authorities said by email. “Drivers who declare HOV-3+, incorrectly could face a fine by law enforcement who patrolled the lanes,” I-77 Mobility Partners says in the announcement. “In the coming weeks, you will notice additional signage on the toll area to remind drivers that the proper use of I-77 Express is enforced by cameras.”

Unclear is the extent to which the reversal will affect drivers paying tolls despite carrying two or more passengers.

The detection system has been part of the planned infrastructure for the toll lanes, which was one of three panels that conducted original impeachment witness interviews, is now a quasi-official role is now a quasi-official one.

“I am just trying to assist the defense team in the best way I can,” said Meadows, a Republican who represents far-western North Carolina and is not running for re-election in 2020. “This is not a fully formed team, but listening to every question and not only asking questions, but deciding the ‘impeachment team’ are making. Meadows and other members of the Trump’s eight-member “impeachment team,” Meadows’ unofficial role is now a quasi-official one.
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